
Board Committee Meeting Notes

District Standards & Management

Meeting Date:    November 1, 2007

Present: Trustee Withrow (Chairperson), Trustees Gulassa and Handy, Inspector General
Waiters, General Counsel Nguyen,  Vice Chancellor Yee,  Reporter Handa, recording
secretary Weyand

1. Status of Strategic Planning

Counsel Nguyen explained the purpose of strategic planning, stating that she represents the Board’s
Standards and Management Committee  on the Strategic Management Team whose participants
represent all constituencies within the district.   Counsel Nguyen presented a draft agenda for an
upcoming Board workshop the focus of which will be the status of districtwide strategic planning.
Workshop agenda items thus far include: introduction, strategic planning process overview, strategic
planning review and refinement, educational master planning, facilities master planning, preliminary
framework for long-term institutional objectives and summary/next steps.   Next, Ms. Nguyen presented
revisions to the strategic plan from the ad hoc editorial group.   Chair Withrow proposed modifying
language within the  shared governance portion to read “....effective participation of students, faculty,
staff and administrators in developing well-informed decisions recommendations on a timely basis.”

Counsel Nguyen commented that the strategic planning group reviewed three community college districts’
plans, and the second paragraph of the first page explains how strategic planning came about and who
participated.   SMT suggests adding data graphs and charts as the plan must be infused with data.
Descriptive milestones will also be included as well as an implementation matrix.  

Recommended Changes to Table of Contents:   (1) Replace Roman numerals with 1, 2, 3,....   (2) in II.h.
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 replace “Master Plan” with “Resource Plan.”    The college plans should precede the district
plan. 

Chair Withrow stated that strategic planning should set forth a process of mutual understanding between
the colleges and district in order to see how the district is pursuing all units and in order to provide basic
support for each of the programs at the colleges.   Instead of competition between like programs at
various colleges, there should be a collaborative with communication among the college.   Vice Chancellor
Yee agreed with Chair Withrow’s comments, elaborating that programs should be viewed as a whole; this
must come from within the program and not directed by the Board or district.  A culture change must
take place wherein suboptimizing will no longer be rewarded.

Dates:   The educational master plan will be presented to the Board in December 2007 for feedback, and
in March 2008, the Board will approve the final plan and institutional objectives. 

Counsel Nguyen stated that in order to complete strategic educational objectives (5-10 years), the Board
would have been required put in place long term institutional goals without a completed educational
master plan.  SMT decided to do “short-term” educational objectives that would allow the Board to set
the long-term educational objectives – the management team is charged to require that the objectives are
implemented.

Framework: Chair Withrow commented that the numbers set by the Board (long-term institutional
objectives set by Board in March 2008) should be based on presumptions that are the function of
assumptions and what is necessary to achieve them.   Inspector General Waiters remarked that she did
not see a foundation of management and organizational capacity within the goals.   General discussion
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ensued with regard to how to achieve district, college and unit capacity and how it relates to the
framework that has been created by SMT.    President Withrow pointed out that the strategic master plan
needs to have a consistent review cycle and assessment of implementation.

Consensus: Regarding Framework document, a third column should be added for
indicators, instead of long term objectives, and each should include strategies.

Submitted by Beth Weyand


